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Abstract From sensor networks to transportation infrastructure to social networks, we
are awash in data. Many of these real-world networks tend to be large (“big data”) and
dynamic, evolving over time. Their evolution can be modeled as a series of graphs.
Traditional systems that store and analyze one graph at a time cannot effectively
handle the complexity and subtlety inherent in dynamic graphs. Modern analytics
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require systems capable of storing and processing series of graphs. We present such
a system. G* compresses dynamic graph data based on commonalities among the
graphs in the series for deduplicated storage on multiple servers. In addition to the
obvious space-saving advantage, large-scale graph processing tends to be I/O bound,
so faster reads from and writes to stable storage enable faster results. Unlike traditional
database and graph processing systems, G* executes complex queries on large graphs
using distributed operators to process graph data in parallel. It speeds up queries on
multiple graphs by processing graph commonalities only once and sharing the results
across relevant graphs. This architecture not only provides scalability, but since G*
is not limited to processing only what is available in RAM, its analysis capabilities
are far greater than other systems which are limited to what they can hold in memory.
This paper presents G*’s design and implementation principles along with evaluation
results that document its unique benefits over traditional graph processing systems.
Keywords

Graphs · Queries · Distributed databases · Parallel computing · Big data

1 Introduction
Modern advancements in technology enable access to huge amounts of data from
various complex networks including social networks [42,49], transportation networks [42], wireless networks [31], and many others. These networks can be expressed
naturally as graphs in which vertices represent entities and edges represent relationships between entities.
Most real-world networks change over time. For example, while today’s LinkedIn
is substantially similar to yesterday’s LinkedIn, they are not identical due to the addition of new users, connections between users, and jobs offered. Social networks,
financial networks, citation networks, and road networks all evolve over time. Therefore, there is significant interest in understanding their evolution by extracting certain features from a series of graphs that represent a network at different points in
time. These features include the distribution of vertex degrees and clustering coefficients [21], network density [27], triadic closure [26], the size of each connected component [21,23,33], the shortest distance between pairs of vertices [8,27,38], subgraphs
representing congested regions [6], the centrality or eccentricity of vertices [38,39],
and others [9,25,34,45]. Understanding dynamic graph evolution enables applications
in social media analysis [39,44,45], national security, marketing, transportation [6],
network management [8,31], epidemiology [34], pharmacology, and more. All of
these applications require “connecting the dots” among a great many data points, one
of the main challenges in large dynamic graph management.
There are many challenges in managing collections of graphs that represent billions of entities and connections. First, a cluster of servers such as a public/private
cloud must be effectively used to store and process the massive amounts of graph
data. Second, graphs that represent different times in a dynamically evolving network (e.g., cumulative snapshots of a friendship or sensor network) may be substantially similar to each other. It is therefore crucial to take advantage of those similarities to avoid redundant storage and enable shared processing. Third, finding trends
in network evolution requires a combination of graph processing (e.g., finding the
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shortest distance between vertices in each graph), aggregation (e.g., computing, for
each pair of vertices, the variance of the shortest distance across graphs over time),
filtering, and other operations. Thus, we require a framework that can conveniently
and efficiently run complex analytic queries to “connect the dots” on collections of
large graphs.
Existing systems do not effectively address the above challenges. For example, relational database systems require breaking down graph structures into edges recorded in
a relation [52]. Therefore, graph analysis, using relational databases, involves costly
join operations [16,52]. On the other hand, current graph processing systems such as
Google’s Pregel [29], Giraph [4], GraphLab [28], GraphChi [24], Microsoft’s Trinity [48], the open source Neo4j [32], and others [10,11,14,19] can perform only one
operation on one graph at a time. Thus, these systems cannot readily support complex
queries on evolving graphs. Furthermore, neither relational database systems nor most
previous graph processing systems take advantage of the commonalities among graphs
in the storage and processing of data.1 These limitations are analytically explained in
Sect. 3.3 of this paper and experimentally demonstrated in Sect. 5.2.
We present a new parallel system, G*, that conveniently and efficiently manages
collections of large graphs by enabling scalable and distributed storage of graph data
on multiple servers [41]. Each server is assigned a subset of vertices and their outgoing
edges from multiple graphs for high data locality, which allows the server to access all
of a vertex’s edges without contacting other servers. Since multiple graphs represent
a network at different points in time, these graphs may contain a large number of
common vertices and edges. Therefore, each G* server tracks the variation of each
vertex and its edges while saving one version of them on disk for all of the graphs in
which they do not vary.
To quickly access disk-resident data about a vertex and its edges, each G* server
maintains an index that contains (vertex ID, disk location) pairs. This index also takes
advantage of the commonalities among graphs to reduce its footprint. Specifically,
this index stores only one (vertex ID, disk location) pair for each vertex version in a
collection for the combination of graphs that contain that version. Due to its small size,
the index can be kept fully or mostly in memory, enabling fast lookups and updates
(Sect. 3.3). To prevent the graph index from managing too many combinations of
graphs, each G* server also automatically groups graphs and separately indexes each
group of graphs (Sect. 3.4).
Like traditional database systems, G* supports sophisticated queries using a
dataflow approach where operators process data in parallel. In contrast to other database systems, G* provides simple yet powerful processing primitives for solving graph
problems. These primitives effectively hide the complexity of distributed data management and permit easy and succinct implementation of graph operators. Furthermore,

1 These systems cannot readily take advantage of commonalities among graphs and thereby suffer high
space overhead. For example, one may consider using a relation to store edges of a series of graphs. In this
case, for an edge contained in 100 snapshots, there will be 100 tuples for that edge, each differentiated by
snapshot ID. This incurs high space overhead compared to our system, which supports deduplicated storage
as described throughout this paper.
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G* operators process a vertex and its edges once and then associate the result with all
relevant graphs. This type of sharing accelerates queries on multiple graphs.
To the best of our knowledge, G* is the first system that provides all of the above
features, in contrast with previous database and graph processing systems. Our contributions are as follows: We
– provide an architectural design for a parallel system that conveniently and quickly
runs complex queries on collections of large graphs.
– develop techniques for efficiently storing and indexing large graphs on many
servers.
– present a new parallel dataflow framework that can accelerate queries on multiple
graphs by sharing computations across graphs.
– demonstrate the benefits of the above features with experimental results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides an overview of the
G* system. Sections 3 and 4 present G*’s storage and query processing frameworks,
respectively. Section 5 shows evaluation results and Sect. 6 summarizes related work.
Section 7 concludes this paper.
2 Background
This section describes G*’s system architecture (Sect. 2.1), data model (Sect. 2.2),
and query languages (Sect. 2.3).
2.1 G* system architecture
As Fig. 1 shows, G* is a distributed system that consists of multiple servers. A server
that manages the whole system is called the master. A query submitted to the master
is first transformed by the query parser into a network of operators, which is then

Fig. 1 G* architecture
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Fig. 2 Average degree query plan—(PGQL). Each line specifies (a) the type of operator to create (e.g.,
VertexOperator on line 1) as well as arguments including the operators to connect to in order to obtain
input data (e.g., vertex@local on line 2 refers to an operator labeled vertex on the same server), (b)
the servers to create the operator (e.g., @* on lines 1–3 and @alpha on lines 4–5 indicate operator creation
on all servers and on server alpha, respectively), and (c) the label assigned to the operator to create (e.g.,
vertex on line 1)

Fig. 3 Operator network for distributed computation of average degree

converted by the query optimizer into an optimized query execution plan (Fig. 2). Based
on the execution plan, the query coordinator instantiates and executes operators on
other servers (Fig. 3) by controlling their query execution engines. The graph manager
on each server stores and retrieves graph data using the server’s memory and disk. The
communication layer enables reliable communication with remote servers. Finally,
the high availability module performs tasks for masking server and network failures,
which is not further discussed in this paper. The above components are currently
implemented in approximately 30,000 lines of Java code.
2.2 Data model
2.2.1 Limitations of the relational model
G* manages three types of entities: graphs, vertices and edges. G* could adopt the
relational data model, using a separate relation for each entity type. In this scenario,
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however, graph queries would be very expensive because of the number and size of
the joins required. For example, to retrieve all of the vertices and edges that belong to
certain types of graphs, we would need join operations among the graph, vertex, and
edge relations. Furthermore, for a graph traversal query, we would need another join
with the edge relation whenever the distance from the source of a traversal increases. It
has been shown that for the traversal-type queries, relational databases can be an order
of magnitude or more slower than others based on non-relational technologies [50].
2.2.2 Our nested data model
To avoid the complications mentioned in Sect. 2.2.1, G* uses a nested data model to
capture the inherent relationships among graphs, vertices, and edges in the following
logical schema:
graph(id, att1 , att2 , . . . , {vertex})
The absolute path to each graph on G*’s distributed file system is used as the primary
key, id. Each atti is a graph attribute and {vertex} is the set of vertices contained
in the graph.
For the vertices in the same graph, we use the following logical schema:
vertex(id, att1 , . . . , {edge}),
where id is an identifier that distinguishes among the vertices in the same graph,
each atti is a vertex attribute, {edge} is the set of edges emanating from the vertex identified by id. Given multiple graphs and their vertices, the primary key for
uniquely identifying a vertex is graph.id, vertex.id, where graph.id and
vertex.id are the graph and vertex IDs mentioned above. For example, when
graph.id is ‘/twitter/1’ and vertex.id is ‘a’, vertex.address
refers to the attribute named address of the vertex whose ID is ‘a’ in a graph
whose ID is ‘/twitter/1’.
For the edges that emanate from the same vertex, we use the following logical
schema:
edge(id, att1 , . . .)
where id is an identifier that distinguishes among the edges based on the IDs of the
vertices that the edges are incident to, and each atti is an edge attribute. The primary
key for uniquely identifying each edge is thus graph.id, vertex.id, edge.id,
where graph.id, vertex.id and edge.id are the graph, vertex, and edge IDs
mentioned above.
2.3 Query languages
G* currently supports two query language that are summarized in Sects. 2.3.1 and
2.3.2.
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2.3.1 Procedural graph query language
The procedural graph query language (PGQL) can directly define a network of operators that the master server constructs on G* servers. PGQL operators fall into two
categories: those that operate on graphs such as the VertexOperator which
retrieves relevant vertices and their edges from disk, and non-graph operators such
as the AggregateOperator which conducts aggregation operations like count,
sum, min, max, and avg. Other non-graph operators include UnionOperator,
ProjectionOperator, JoinOperator, SortOperator and TopKOperator. For details and examples about all operators, please see our G* Operator Reference [13].
The commands for creating operators have the following form:
< op_name > @ < server_id|∗ >=< op_type > ([< input_op_names >],
< param_1 >, < param_2 >, . . .)
Each operator creation command constructs a new <op_type>-type operator called <op_name> on server <server_id> or all servers (*). Here,
<input_op_names> is a list of operators that provide data to the operator(s) to
create and each <param_i> is parameter needed during operator creation. For example, in Fig. 2, vertex@local on line 2 refers to the operator named vertex on the
server on which the operator is constructed, where as count_sum@* on line 3 refers
to all operators named count_sum on all servers. On the other hand, union@alpha
on line 5 refers to the operator named union on server alpha.
Given such a command, the G* master instructs each relevant server (as denoted
in <op_name>@<server_id | *>) to instantiate an operator of the specified type (<op_type>) which is implemented in advance as a Java class (e.g.,
UnionOperator). Then, each server creates an operator using the constructor that
matches the specified operator type and parameters (found through Java reflection)
and connects this operator to other operators according to the <input_op_names>
phrase of the command.
Figure 2 shows an example which computes the average vertex degree for each
graph located in the ‘/twitter/’ directory on G*’s distributed file system. The
VertexOperator retrieves all of the vertices from graphs from a given input
specifier that match a supplied condition (in Fig. 2, all of the graphs located in
‘/twitter/’). The DegreeOperator computes the vertex degree for the given
input. The AggregateOperator and PartialAggregateOperator take
input from a specified source (e.g., from degree on line 3 in Fig. 2) and execute
the specified functions on that input based on the specified attributes and then stores
the results in the specified output attributes.
Figure 3 illustrates a network of operators constructed according to the example in
Fig. 2. Figure 3 assumes that graphs G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 are located in the ‘/twitter/’
directory, and further that each server has grouped its vertices and edges based on the
graphs that have them in common. The vertex and degree operators on each
server compute the degree of each vertex while associating the result with the IDs of
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the related graphs. For example, the output of degree on server α indicates that the
degree of a is 2 in graphs G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 . The count_sum operator on each server
then computes the count and sum of the received vertex degrees with grouping on
graph.id (see also lines 3–4 in Fig. 2). These partial aggregate values computed
on each server are merged by the union operator on server α and then processed by
the avg operator, which computes the final result. Conceptually, G* can support any
query language that can be translated into PGQL. Further details of query processing,
including development of graph processing operators and shared computation across
graphs, are discussed in Sect. 4.
2.3.2 Declarative graph query language
The second language that G* provides is called declarative graph query language
(DGQL). DGQL is similar to SQL, but closer to OQL [3] in that it enables queries
defined upon sets of complex objects (e.g., vertices referencing edges to other vertices).
We have an early version of a translator, built in ANTLR [35], that turns DGQL into
PGQL.
Figure 4 shows example queries that are based on the representative applications
mentioned in Sect. 1. These queries are also used in Sect. 5 to measure the performance
of G*. These queries compute, for each graph of interest, the average vertex degree
(Q1), as well as the distribution of clustering coefficients (Q2), the shortest distances
to vertices from vertex ‘1’ (Q3), and the sizes of connected components (Q4).
In Fig. 4, degree() on line 2 and c_coeff() on line 7 compute the degree and
clustering coefficient of each vertex, respectively. min_dist() on line 12 computes
the shortest distance from vertex ‘1’ to each vertex for every graph in the ‘/tree/’
directory. min_dist() outputs objects that contain the ID of a vertex v and the
min_dist value (i.e., the shortest distance from vertex ‘1’ to v). comp_id() on line

Fig. 4 Dynamic graph queries—DGQL
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17 finds the connected components for each graph in the ‘/twitter/’ directory.
comp_ id() assigns the same component ID to all of the vertices that are within the
same component. comp_id() outputs objects which contain the ID of a vertex and
the comp_id value (the ID of the component that contains the vertex).
3 Efficient storage of graphs
A key requirement in G*’s design and implementation is to succinctly store large
graphs by taking advantage of their commonalities. Another important requirement
is to effectively utilize both the relatively large storage capacity of disks and the high
speed of memory. It is crucial to minimize the number of disk accesses in both data
storage and retrieval. For example, if each graph edge is accessed with a 10 ms disk
seek time, it would take 116 days to access 1 billion edges. This section presents a
solution that meets these requirements.
3.1 Overview of graph data storage
G* manages directed graphs using multiple servers. It handles undirected graphs
by using directed graphs that contain, for each undirected edge, two corresponding
directed edges, one in each direction. G* can receive data from external sources such
as Twitter’s Garden hose [49] or it can import data files. According to such input data,
it adds, deletes, and updates vertices and edges and their attributes. G* can also create
a series of cumulative graphs by periodically cloning the current graph (Sect. 3.3.3)
and then updating only the newly created graph according to the new data.2 G* assigns
a vertex and its outgoing edges to the same server for high data locality.3 For example,
in Fig. 5a, server α can access every edge of vertex a without contacting others. An
update of an edge is therefore handled by the server that stores the source vertex of that
edge.
Each G* server strives to efficiently manage data by taking advantage of commonalities among the graphs. For example, server α in Fig. 5a is assigned vertex a and
its outgoing edges which remain the same in graphs G 1 , G 2 and G 3 . Thus, server α
stores vertex a and its edges only once on disk. On the other hand, vertex d obtains a
new edge to f in graph G 3 (Fig. 5b). In response to this update, server γ stores d2 , a
new version of d, which shares commonalities with the previous version, d1 , for space
efficiency. As this example shows, if a vertex’s attributes or outgoing edges change in
a graph, the corresponding server saves a new version of the vertex on disk. If a vertex
and its edges are updated multiple times in a graph, only the most recent version is
kept. Section 3.2 discusses the details of efficiently storing these versions.
2 In this paper, we focus on managing graphs that correspond to periodic snapshots of an evolving network.
Logging the input data allows G* to reconstruct graphs as of any points in the past by using periodic
snapshots and log data. This feature is not further discussed in this paper.
3 The current G* implementation assigns each vertex to a server based on the hash value of the vertex ID.
We are developing data distribution techniques that can reduce the edges whose end points are assigned to
different servers.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5 Overview of G*: efficient storage and indexing for sequential graph snapshots. a Initial creation
of graph G 1 at time 1, when each vertex and its edges are assigned to a server. In this example, servers α
and β are unchanged at times 2 and 3, b Server γ at time 3. Vertex e and edge (c, e) having been added in
graph G 2 at time 2, server γ now stores two versions of c (c1 in G 1 and c2 with an edge to e in G 2 ) in a
deduplicated manner. Now at time 3, with the addition of vertex f and egde (d, f ) in graph G 3 , server γ
stores two versions of d (d1 in both G 1 and G 2 , and d2 with an edge to f in G 3 )

Each G* server maintains an index to quickly find the disk location of a vertex
and its edges, given relevant vertex and graph IDs. This index also takes advantage of
commonalities among the graphs to reduce its footprint. For this reason, we call this
index the Compact Graph Index (CGI). Specifically, this index stores only one (vertex
ID, disk location) pair for each vertex version in a collection for the combination of
graphs that contain that version. We call this collection a VL map (“Vertex Location”
map) since it associates a vertex ID with a disk location. We call a (vertex ID, disk
location) pair a VL pair. In Fig. 5b, vertex version c2 on server γ represents vertex c
and its outgoing edges which remain the same in graphs G 2 and G 3 . For c2 , γ ’s CGI
stores (c, location(c2 )) only once in a VL map for the combination of G 2 and G 3
rather than redundantly storing it for each of G 2 and G 3 . This CGI efficiently stores
vertex IDs and disk locations whereas all of the attribute values of vertices and edges
are saved on disk. Due to its small size, the CGI can be kept fully or mostly in memory,
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Fig. 6 Organization of a disk block. Objects are allocated from the end of the block while data about these
objects is stored from the beginning of the block

enabling fast lookups and updates (Sect. 3.3). To prevent the CGI from managing too
many combinations of graphs, each G* server also automatically groups graphs and
separately indexes each group of graphs (Sect. 3.4).
3.2 Disk storage of graph data
In a variety of graph applications, the edges of a vertex must be processed together
(Sect. 4). To minimize the number of disk accesses, G* stores each vertex and its
edges within the same logical disk block. All of the data within a disk block is loaded
and saved together and the logical disk block size is configurable. (The default size
is 256 KB in the current implementation.) For each vertex, the vertex ID, attribute
values, and all of the outgoing edges are stored on disk (Fig. 6). For each edge, the
ID of the destination vertex and the attribute values of the edge are saved on disk. In
Fig. 6, two versions c1 and c2 of vertex c are stored within disk block 10 at indices 0
and 3, respectively. For space efficiency, c1 and c2 share commonalities. This type of
deduplicated storage of complex objects is supported by Java serialization. The above
disk locations are represented as “10:0” and “10:3”, respectively. To quickly access
disk-resident data, each G* server uses a memory buffer pool that keeps a memory
cache of disk blocks (Fig. 1).
3.3 Compact graph index
As Fig. 7 shows, the CGI maintains VL pairs in a deduplicated fashion by using VL
maps. In the current CGI implementation, VL maps use B+ trees. The size of each VL
pair (e.g., 16 bytes for the ID and disk location of a vertex) is in general much smaller
than that of the disk resident graph data (e.g., 10 KB of data storing all of the attribute
values of a vertex and its edges). Each G* server therefore can usually maintain all or
most of its CGI in memory, thus achieving fast data lookup.
The CGI needs to maintain multiple VL maps, one per combination of stored graphs.
To iterate over all of the vertices in each graph, the CGI has a root map that associates
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7 CGI update examples (a shows server γ ’s CGI in Fig. 5a). (a) Adding G 1 , (b) G 2 as a clone of G 1 ,
(c) addition of e in G 2 , (d) update of vertex c in G 2
Table 1 Symbols for CGI cost analysis
Symbol

Description

N

Number of graphs (graphs: G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G N )

N (v)

N that contain vertex v
Number of graphs in {G i }i=1

N (v, Q)
V
M(v)
M(v, Q)
M(G i )

Number of graphs, among those in Q, that contain v

N (i.e., size of the set)
Set of all distinct vertex IDs in {G i }i=1

Number of VL maps that contain vertex v (i.e., number of versions of v)

Number of VL maps that contain v and are related to a graph in Q (i.e.,
number of distinct versions of v in graphs Q)
Number of VL maps related to graph G i

s(G i )

The size of the ID of graph G i

p(v)

The size of VL pair for vertex v

each graph ID with all of the relevant VL maps (see the shaded triangle in Fig. 7d that
associates G 1 with VL maps for {G 1 } and {G 1 , G 2 }).
While the CGI has benefits in terms of storage, the update overhead of the CGI
increases with more VL maps (Sects. 3.3.1, 3.3.3). As experimentally demonstrated
in Sect. 5.2, the number of VL maps managed by the CGI usually does not increase
exponentially with the number of graphs. In particular, given a series of cumulative
graphs, the number of VL maps increases at most quadratically. The reason behind this
N , each vertex version is created in some graph G
phenomenon is that in graphs {G i }i=1
α
and remains the same in the subsequent graphs until it is superseded by a new version
in graph G ω . This means that common vertices and edges always belong to graph
ω−1
. Section 3.4 presents a technique for controlling
combinations of the form {G i }i=α
the overhead of the CGI. This technique groups graphs and constructs a separate CGI
for each group.
3.3.1 Space cost analysis
Table 1 shows the symbols used in the CGI cost analysis. The results are summarized
in Table 2 and experimentally verified in Sect. 5.
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Table 2 Graph indexing cost analysis: CGI and PGI
CGI

put(v, d, g)

!

clone(g’, g)

O(N M(g))

Space

v∈V M(v) p(v) +

O(N + log V )

PGI
!N

i=1 M(G i )s(G i )

getLocations(v,Q)
Index
O(M(v)N + M(v, Q) log V )
Data

O(M(v, Q))

!

v∈V N (v) p(v) +

O(log V )

!N

i=1 s(G i )

O(V )
O(|Q| log V )
O(N (v, Q))

Given vertex v and each version vi of v, the CGI contains only one VL pair in
the total amount of space for
the VL map for the graphs that contain vi . Therefore,
!
storing all of the VL pairs can be expressed as v∈V M(v) p(v) where V, M(v) and
p(v) are as defined in Table !
1. The space overhead expression for the CGI in Table 2
N
M(G i )s(G i ), to account for the space used for the
includes an additional term, i=1
graph IDs contained in the CGI.
In contrast with the CGI, consider a naive index structure that maintains a separate
VL map for each graph, which is called the Per-Graph Index
! (PGI) in Table 2. In the
PGI, the space required for storing all of the VL pairs is v∈V N (v) p(v) since the
PGI contains one VL pair for every graph
! Nthat contains v. In this case, the amount of
s(G i ).
space required for storing graph IDs is i=1
The above analysis shows that the CGI becomes more compact than the PGI as each
vertex has fewer versions and membership in more graphs. For example, if there were
100 graphs and 5 distinct versions of vertex v in these graphs, the CGI will contain
only 5 VL pairs for v whereas the PGI will contain 100 pairs for v. In the unlikely
situation where every vertex and its edges are updated in each graph (perhaps, if every
Twitter user sends a message to a new user every hour), the CGI converges to the PGI
because there is no commonality among graph versions and therefore one VL map is
required for each vertex in each graph.
3.3.2 Compact graph index creation and updates
The CGI starts with an empty root map. When the first graph G 1 is registered into the
CGI, the root map adds an entry that contains G 1 ’s ID. G 1 ’s vertices and edges are
saved to disk as explained in Sect. 3.2 while only the vertex IDs and disk locations
are inserted into the CGI. Since all or most of the CGI can be kept in memory, the
cost of this update is negligible compared to the overhead of storing the graph data on
disk.
The put(VID v, DLOC d, GID g) method in Figure 8 relates the specified
vertex ID (VID) v, disk location (DLOC) d of the vertex data, and graph ID (GID) g
to each other. This sequence of events is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The method first determines whether or not vertex v is already contained in an existing VL map (lines 2–3). If there is no such VL map (line 4), a VL map which is related
only to the target graph g is found by using getVLMap(g) (line 5). getVLMap(g)
creates a new VL map if none existed before. Then, (v, d) is stored in this VL map
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Fig. 8 CGI update method

(line 5). For example, in Fig. 7b, information about vertex e is not contained in any
VL map. Therefore, when vertex e is added in graph G 2 , the VL map for {G 2 } stores
e’s ID and disk location (Fig. 7c).
On the other hand, if the (v,d) pair is contained in a previous VL map m1 (lines
2 and 6 in Fig. 8), the method determines whether or not m1 is related to the target
graph g, using m1.related(g) on line 6. If so (i.e., (v,d) is already contained
in the VL map related to g), no further action is needed. Otherwise, (v,d) must be
moved from m1 (line 7) to a VL map that is related to graph g as well as all the graphs
related to m1. This map is found using common(m1,g) on line 8.
Suppose that a vertex v in graph g is updated. In this case, the new version of the
vertex is stored at a different disk location d rather than the previous disk location
prevD which preserves v’s previous version. Next, a VL map m2, which is related to
graph g and contains information about v, is found (lines 3 and 10). For example, in
Fig. 7c, if c is updated in graph G 2 , the VL map for {G 1 , G 2 } corresponds to m2 since
it contains information about c. Then, (v,prevD) is removed from m2 (line 13) and
stored in the VL map related to all of the graphs that contain (v,prevD), but not
graph g. The VL map needed to store (v,prevD) can be found by diff(m2,g)
on line 16. For this reason, in Fig. 7c, d, data about c1 (i.e., the previous version of
c) is moved from the VL map for {G 1 , G 2 } to the VL map for {G 1 }. Furthermore,
(v,d) needs to be stored in the VL map related to graph g as well as all the other
graphs that contain that version of v at disk location d. That VL map is found using
common(m1,g) on line 14. In Fig. 7c, d, information about the new version, c2 , of
c is stored in the VL map for {G 2 }.
Cost analysis The put(v,d,g) method runs in O(N + log V ) time. This is
because all of the VL maps that contain vertex v (lines 2–3 in Fig. 8) can be found in
O(M(v)) time using an inverted list for v (maps(v)) that points to the VL maps which
contain v. Given a list of graph IDs, the VL map related to all of the corresponding
graphs (lines 5, 8, 14, 16) can be found in O(N ) time using a hash-map that associates
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a sorted list of graph IDs with each relevant VL map. Other operations that insert (or
remove) a VL pair into (or out of) a VL map (lines 5, 7, 13, 14, 16) and that find
the disk location of v (line 11) can be completed in O(log V ) time since a B+ tree is
used for each VL map. Also, M(v) ≤ N , therefore, all of the above operations can be
completed in O(N + log V ) time.
In contrast to the CGI, the PGI can complete put(v,d,g) in O(log V ) time
by inserting the (v,d) pair into the VL map for g. This indicates that the CGI has
a relatively higher update cost as more graphs are indexed together. However, this
extra overhead is negligible in practice when compared to the cost of writing data to
disk. Furthermore, Sect. 3.4 presents a solution that can trade space for a faster update
speed.
3.3.3 Graph cloning
We can obtain a series of cumulative graphs by iteratively cloning the last graph and
then adding vertices and edges to the new graph. As Fig. 7a, b show, the CGI can
quickly create a new clone g’ of graph g by updating the root map and the VL maps
related to g so that they are also related to g’.
Cost analysis The clone operation can be completed in O(N M(g)) time since
M(g) VL maps are related to g and each of these VL maps needs to be related to
g’. Associating a VL map with g’ takes O(N ) time since it requires updating the
hash-map that associates a sorted list of graph IDs with relevant VL maps (explained
in Sect. 3.3.2). In contrast to the CGI, the PGI takes the substantially longer O(V )
time because it must replicate the entirety of the VL map for g.
3.3.4 Graph data retrieval
To efficiently process queries on multiple graphs, the CGI supports the
getLocations (v,Q) method in Fig. 9. Given a vertex ID (VID) v and a set
of graph IDs (Set<GID>) Q, the method returns a collection of pairs representing the disk location that stores a version of v in Q and the IDs of all of the
graphs which contain that version. For example, in Fig. 7d, if the disk locations
in Fig. 6 are assumed, a call to getLocations passing in vertex d and graphs
G 1 and G 2 (i.e., getLocations(d, G1, G2)) would return {(10:1, {G 1 , G 2 })}

Fig. 9 CGI lookup method
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and getLocations(c, {G 1 , G 2 }) would return {(10:0, {G 1 }), (10:3, {G 2 })}. This
getLocations(v,Q) method allows G* operators to process each vertex version
once and then use the result across all of the graphs which contain that vertex version
(Sect. 4.2). This substantially speeds up queries on multiple graphs (Sect. 5.1).
Cost analysis The getLocations(v,Q) method iterates over the VL maps
which contain information about vertex v, using the inverted list for v (line 3 in Fig. 9).
This inverted list, maps(v), which contains M(v) VM maps is explained in the cost
analysis of the put(v, d, g) method. The getLocations(v, Q) method
then finds, for each VL map m in maps(v), the set of graphs R that are contained in
Q and related to m (line 4). Finding R takes O(N ) time since it requires finding the
intersection of two sorted lists of graph IDs. This set R of graphs, if it is non-empty,
is added to the result set in conjunction with the disk location that stores the state of
vertex v when v belongs to the graphs in R (lines 6–7). The disk location of v can be
found in O(log V ) time using the B+ tree for VL map m. Therefore, the overall time
complexity of the getLocations(v,Q) method is O(M(v)N + M(v, Q) log V )
where M(v, Q) denotes the number of VL maps that contain information about vertex
v and that are related to a graph in Q (i.e., the number of distinct versions of v in graphs
Q). Reading the M(v, Q) versions of v from disk via the buffer pool may require up
to M(v, Q) disk accesses (Table 2) since we never need more than one disk access
to read each version of v. On the other hand, accessing a vertex once for each graph
using the PGI would cause up to G(v, Q) disk accesses, where G(v, Q) denotes the
number of graphs, among those in Q, that contain v.
Example Suppose that there are 100 graphs and 5 versions of vertex v in these
graphs. Suppose further that the CGI is kept in memory due to its small size. In this
case, a query on these graphs requires up to 5 disk accesses for vertex v, one for
each version of v. If the PGI were used, the same query would require up to 100 disk
accesses for vertex v, one for each graph. In this example, the CGI would be much
faster than the PGI.
3.4 Compact graph index splitting
The CGI has low space overhead, enables the sharing of computations across graphs,
and may substantially reduce the data retrieval overhead. However, as more graphs are
added to the CGI, the number of VL maps may grow superlinearly, thereby noticeably
increasing lookup and update overhead. Our solution to this problem groups graphs
and then constructs a separate CGI for each group of graphs in order to limit the
number of VL maps managed by each CGI. In other words, this approach trades space
for speed by ignoring the commonalities among graphs in different groups. Figure 10
shows an example where one CGI is constructed for every three graphs. The root
collection in the example associates each graph (e.g., G 1 ) with the CGI which covers
that graph (e.g., the CGI for G 1 , G 2 and G 3 ).
One important challenge in implementing this approach is to effectively determine
the number of graphs to be covered by each CGI. Figure 11 shows our solution to
determine whether or not to split the current CGI into two: one that covers the previous
graphs and another one to cover the current and succeeding graphs. The code in Fig. 11
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Fig. 10 CGI splitting example

Fig. 11 CGI splitting code

Fig. 12 Determination of split point. The lookup delay initially decreases because each lookup returns
data relevant to more graphs until too many VL maps are created, causing the lookup delay to increase

is invoked whenever a new graph is added. This method first determines if sufficient
average lookup delays have been entered into a list lookupDelays (line 2).4 If so
(i.e., the size of the lookupDelays list is larger than a threshold windowSize),
the method determines whether or not there has been a substantial increase in the
lookup delay when compared to the minimum delay observed in the past (line 3). To
compute the average lookup delay for each graph, each CGI maintains two variables
that keep track of the sum and count of lookup delays for each graph.
To capture the general trend in the lookup delay despite measurement inaccuracies
(see Fig. 12), our approach uses a sliding window on the series of average lookup
delays while selecting the median whenever the window advances in response to the
addition of a new graph. curDelay on line 3 refers to the median delay selected from
the current window (the dotted line in Fig. 12) and minDelay refers to the minimum
among all of the previous median delays. In the current implementation, threshold
is set to 0.1 to detect any 10 % increase in the lookup delay and windowSize
is set to 10 by default. Experimental results in Sect. 5.2 will show that our CGI
4 As mentioned in the cost analysis of the put(v, d, g) method, updating the CGI for a version of

vertex v also requires a lookup via maps(v).
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splitting approach makes reliable decisions while keeping the lookup delay near the
minimum.
4 Graph query processing
Traditional database systems transform queries into a network of operators that process
data in a pipelined fashion. A central challenge in applying this approach to G* is to
develop a new query processing framework that meets the following requirements:
1. The query processing framework must be able to execute operators on multiple
servers to efficiently process distributed graphs.
2. G*’s indexing mechanism associates each vertex with all of the graphs that contain
that vertex (Sect. 3.3). The query processing framework must use this feature to
share computations across relevant graphs.
3. G* requires operators for solving graph problems. The framework must permit
easy and succinct implementation of these operators.
Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 describe how we address the above issues.
4.1 Query processing framework
Given a query plan (Fig. 2), the G* master server constructs a network of operators
(Fig. 3) according to that plan. Each G* server, including the master, interacts with the
others using remote method invocations (RMIs) [17]. For example, given the command
vertex@∗ = VertexOperator([], ‘/twitter/ ∗ ’)
(line 1 in Fig. 2), the master invokes the createOperator() method on each G*
server while passing in (1) the label to assign to that operator (vertex), (2) the type
of the operator (VertexOperator), (3) the operators to connect to for input data
([], meaning none in this case), and (4) arguments (the pattern that expresses the
graphs to process, ‘/twitter/*’ in this case).
A G* operator, such as degree in Fig. 3, can obtain data from another operator
by receiving an iterator from that operator and then repeatedly calling next() on
that iterator. Just like traditional database management systems, this iterator-based
approach is for pipelined transmission and processing of data. Since the native Java
RMI [17] does not directly support methods that return an iterator, we constructed
our own RMI framework to overcome this limitation. Furtheremore, G* utilizes Java
externalization to speed up data storage and transmission (i.e., whenever possible,
it writes and reads primitive data values using custom code instead of incurring the
higher overhead of serializing/deserializing objects).
Using our RMI service, the union operator on server α in Fig. 3 obtains an iterator
for getting data from the remote operator count_sum on server β. In this case,
the union operator is given a proxy iterator constructed on server α on behalf of
the original iterator that the count_sum operator provides on server β. To help the
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union operator on server α efficiently process data, server β proactively retrieves
data using the original iterator from count_sum and sends the data to server α. This
approach enables pipelined processing.
The current G* implementation supports the graph processing operators discussed
below in addition to other operators that are analogous to traditional relational operators, such as selection, projection, aggregation, and join. These operators may directly
read disk-resident graph data (e.g., the vertex operator in Fig. 3), receive data
streams from other operators (e.g., degree, count_sum, union, avg operators), or exchange special summary values with each other to solve a graph problem
(Sect. 4.3). Each operator produces a stream of data objects that represent the result
(e.g., the ID and degree of each vertex in the case of the degree operator).

4.2 Sharing of computations across graphs
Each vertex operator in Fig. 3 obtains an iterator from the set of CGIs (Sect. 3.4)
that cover the graphs being queried (e.g., {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 }). Each invocation of next()
on this iterator provides the disk location that stores a vertex and its edges, as well as
the IDs of the graphs that contain them. Based on this input data, the vertex operator
reads relevant data from disk and produces data objects, each of which represents a vertex, its edges, and the IDs of the graphs that contain them (e.g., (a, . . . , {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 })
on server α in Fig. 3). In G*, the Vertex type is used for these objects. In summary,
if a vertex and its edges do not change across multiple graphs, the vertex operator
loads them only once from disk and then associate them with the IDs of the graphs
that contain them.
G* operators that consume the output stream of the vertex operator can naturally
share computations across relevant graphs. For example, the degree operator on
server α in Fig. 3 computes the degree of vertex a only once and then incorporates the
result (i.e., degree of 2) into the Vertex object that represents a in graphs G 1 , G 2 ,
and G 3 . This change affects only the Vertex object in memory and has no influence
on the base data on disk. It should be noted that the above operation involves only
one disk access to load vertex a and its edges, as well as one single computation of
a’s degree while sharing the result across graphs G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 . In other systems
that can process only one graph at a time, the same result would require three series
of disk access and degree computation, one for each of the three graphs. Our shared
computation is more beneficial when vertices and edges remain the same across a
larger number of graphs. The utility of this shared computation is experimentally
demonstrated in Sect. 5.

Fig. 13 Vertex degree computation
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Figure 13 shows the actual implementation of the degree operator. In this implementation, the complexity of dealing with multiple graphs is completely hidden. The
reason behind this benefit is that the actual code for computing the degree of a vertex
(i.e., counting the number of outgoing edges) does not require any information about
the graphs which contain that vertex.
4.3 Primitives for graph processing
To facilitate the implementation of graph processing operators, G* provides three types
of primitives: summaries, combiners, and bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) operators.
4.3.1 Summaries
Graph algorithms typically maintain certain types of values (e.g., the shortest distance
from a chosen vertex) for each vertex [10,14,29]. A summary is a container that keeps
aggregate data (e.g., count, sum) to support operators for solving graph problems.
One can implement a custom summary type by implementing the Summary<V,F>
interface, where V is the type of the values for updating aggregate data, and F is the type
of the value to generate from the aggregate data. Each summary type must implement
the following methods:
– boolean update(V v): updates the aggregate data using value v (e.g., sum
+= v; count++;) and then returns true if the aggregate data is changed; false
otherwise.
– boolean update(Summary < V,F > s): updates the aggregate data using
other summary s (e.g., sum += s.sum; count += s.count;) and returns true
if the aggregate data is changed; false otherwise.
– F value(): returns a value computed using the current aggregate data (e.g.,
return sum/count;).
Figure 14 shows a portion of the actual implementation of a summary which computes the clustering coefficient of a vertex. Clustering coefficients can be used to
determine whether or not a given graph represents a small-world network [22]. The

Fig. 14 Implementation of CCoeffSummary
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Fig. 15 Clustering coefficient example

clustering coefficient of a vertex v is defined as the ratio of the number of edges
between neighbors of the vertex (i.e., the number of triangles that involve v) to the
maximum number of edges that could exist between neighbors of v. For instance, vertex v in Fig. 15 has three neighbors (a, b, c). Vertex a has one edge to a neighbor of v
(b). Vertex b has two such edges (b–a and b–c). Vertex c has one such edge (c–b).
Therefore, the clustering coefficient of vertex v is (1 + 2 + 1)/(3 · 2) = 4/6 = 2/3.
The summary CCoeffSummary in Fig. 14 has two variables: (i) neighbors, a
collection that contains the IDs of the neighbors of a vertex, and (ii) triangles, an
int variable for counting the number of edges between the neighbors.
Figure 15 shows an example where the clustering coefficient of vertex v is computed
using three CCoeffSummary instances whose neighbors and triangles are
initialized in step (1) to {a, b, c} and 0, respectively. In step (2), a summary is updated
based on vertex a using the update(Vertex v) method in Fig. 14. In this case,
triangles is incremented once due to the edge from a to b, which is another
neighbor of v. Two other summaries are updated similarly in steps (3) and (4). In
step (5), these summaries are combined using the update(Summary <Vertex,
Double> s) method (omitted in Fig. 14). In step (6), the clustering coefficient of v
is computed using the value() method in Fig. 14.
4.3.2 Combiner
The example in Fig. 15 updates summaries based on vertices. It also combines all of
the summaries that have the same target vertex (i.e., the vertex for which the clustering
coefficient is computed) to compute the final value. Our combiner primitive allows
operators to perform the above operations while ignoring the low-level details of
distributed data management. It also abstracts away the complexity of maintaining
summaries for collections of graphs that are queried together. The combiner provides
the following methods:
– void update(VID t, Summary < V,F > s, Set < GID> g): associates
summary s with vertex t and a set of graphs g. If a summary is already associated
with t, that summary is updated using s.
– void update(VID t, Summary < V,F > s, VID i, Set < GID > g):
updates summary s based on vertex i and then performs update(t,s,g).
– boolean hasNext(): returns true if the combiner can compute a new final
value (e.g., the clustering coefficient of a vertex) since it has received all of the
needed summaries. This method returns false if no further new values can be
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Fig. 16 Clustering coefficient computation

computed (i.e., the summaries for all of the vertices are completely processed).
This method blocks if the above is not yet known.
– Vertex next(): returns a Vertex object after inserting a new final value into
that object (e.g., inserting the clustering coefficient of v into an object representing
v). This method blocks in situations where hasNext() blocks.
Figure 16 shows the actual implementation of an operator that computes the clustering coefficient of each vertex. As the initial task, the operator processes a stream of
Vertex objects (lines 2–6). For each Vertex object v (line 3), the operator uses a
combiner cmbr to route a summary to each neighbor n of v as in step (1) in Fig. 15
(lines 4–5 in Fig. 16). In this case, the underlying G* server sends that summary to
the server that manages vertex n. When summaries return from their trip to a neighbor
of v, the G* server combines these summaries using update(Summary < V,F >
s). By calling value() on the resulting summary, the server computes the clustering coefficient of v and adds it to the Vertex object that represents v. Whenever a
Vertex object becomes available, the next() method of cmbr returns the object
(lines 9–11 in Fig. 16).
4.3.3 BSP operator
The BSP model has been frequently used in various parallel graph algorithm implementations [11,14,29]. This model uses a number of iterations called supersteps during
which a user-defined custom function is applied to each vertex in parallel. This custom
function changes the state variables of a vertex based on the their current values and the
messages received during the previous superstep. The overall computation completes
when a certain termination condition is met (e.g., no state variable changes for any of
the vertices).
In G*, operators that support the BSP model can be implemented by extending the
BSPOperator class and implementing the following method:
– void compute(Vertex v, Summary < V, F >s): carries out a certain
task based on vertex v and summary s for v. This method is invoked only when
a summary bound to v has arrived for the first time, or the summary already
associated with v is updated with the summaries received during the previous
superstep.
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Fig. 17 Shortest distance computation

Fig. 18 Connected components computation

Figure 17 shows an operator implementation that finds, in each graph that satisfies
predicate graphPred, the shortest distance from a single source vertex to every
other vertex. The presented code is equivalent to the Pregel counterpart by Malewicz
et al. [29]. In Fig. 17, a summary Min< V> is used to keep track of the shortest
distance to each vertex.
In Fig. 17, the init() method assigns a summary containing 0.0 to the source
vertex (src). Since this summary is newly associated with src, the compute()
method is invoked on the src object during the next superstep. For each edge e of
the current vertex v (line 6), this method computes the distance to the neighbor vertex
(e.target()) and sends the distance in the form of a Min < Double > summary
(line 7), which will later be combined with all of the other summaries sent to the
same vertex. The compute() method is invoked on a vertex only when a shorter
distance to the vertex is found in the previous superstep. If no summaries in the system
are updated (i.e., no shorter distance is found for any of the vertices), the whole BSP
process completes. In this case, cmbr.next() returns one Vertex object at a time,
which contains the shortest distance from the source vertex.
Figure 18 shows another operator implementation that finds all of the connected
components in each undirected graph that matches predicate graphPred. Initially,
every relevant vertex in the system is assigned a Min< Double > summary which
contains the ID of the vertex (lines 1–7). In each superstep, the compute() method
is invoked only on the vertices to which a smaller ID value is sent. These vertices send
the received ID to their neighbor vertices (lines 9–12). In this way, the smallest vertex
ID within a connected component is eventually sent to all of the vertices within the
component. This smallest ID is used as the component ID. The rest of this implemen-
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tation which is omitted in Fig. 18 is the same as that of the shortest distance operator
(Fig. 17).
4.3.4 Discussion
G*’s processing primitives have the following benefits over others’ primitives [10,14,
29]:
1. Summary implementations promote code reuse (e.g., the Min < V> summary is
used in Figs. 17, 18).
2. Summaries allow implementation of graph algorithms at a high level (e.g., simply
use Min < V> rather than writing code that finds the minimum among many
values). For this reason, summary-based operator implementations are succinct.
For example, the compute() method in Fig. 17 has only 5 lines of code whereas
the equivalent code in Pregel [29] is 12 lines.
3. Summaries with the same target vertex are combined into one as they arrive at the
destination server. In contrast, Pregel-like systems incur high space overhead since
they keep all of the input messages until they are consumed by the user-defined
code [10,14,29].
4. G*’s processing primitives effectively hide the complexity of dealing with multiple
graphs. In the 50 lines of code from Figs. 13, 14, 16, 17 and 18, only line 5 in Fig. 16,
line 7 in Fig. 17, and line 11 in Fig. 18 reveal the presence of multiple graphs.
5 Experimental results
This section presents experimental results that we have obtained by running G* on a
64-core server cluster. In this cluster, each of eight nodes has two Quad-Core Xeon
E5430 2.67 GHz CPUs, 16GB RAM and a 2TB hard drive.
Table 3 summarizes the datasets used for the experiments. The Twitter dataset
contains a subset of messages sent between Twitter users during February 2012. This
dataset was collected using Twitter’s Garden hose API [49], which supplied a 10 %
sample of all tweets. In our sample of the data, each Twitter message was typically
delivered to one through three Twitter users. We suspect that these users would correspond to 10–30 users in the actual Twitter system. The Yahoo! dataset contains
communication records between end-users in the Internet and Yahoo! servers [51].
The Tree dataset was obtained by running a binary tree generator. Using each of the
Twitter and Yahoo! data sets, we constructed a series of graphs that are hourly
snapshots of the underlying network. A graph in each series was constructed by first
cloning the previous graph (Sect. 3.3.3) and then adding new vertices and edges to
Table 3 Datasets
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Twitter

Yahoo!

Tree

# Of vertices

33 M

112 M

1B

# Of edges

62 M

335 M

1B

# Of records

78 M

1.1 B

1B

Data size

11 GB

107.9 GB

21 GB
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Fig. 19 Clustering coefficient in SQL. Lines 4–6 find all of the 2-hop paths from src to des via i. The
left outer join on lines 3–7 then finds all of the edges between the neighbor vertices i and des of vertex
src while keeping all of the edges from src. Line 1 computes the ratio of the number of edges between
the neighbors of src (i.e., count(i)) to the maximum number of edges that could exist between the
neighbors (i.e., count(distinct des)/(count(distinct des)-1))

Fig. 20 G* versus PostgreSQL

the new graph. Our data sets did not contain records corresponding to the deletion
of vertices and edges or edge weight updates. On these graphs, we ran the queries
discussed in Sect. 2.3 (Fig. 4).
5.1 Comparison with prior database and graph systems
5.1.1 G* versus PostgreSQL
Figure 20 shows results that highlight the superiority of G* over PostgreSQL [37],
a widely used relational database system. These results were obtained by running
PostgreSQL and G* on identical servers. We used a set of 16 cumulative graphs
constructed from the Twitter dataset. Each graph contained 3,000 additional edges
compared to its previous graph. (Thus, the last graph contained 48,000 edges.) We kept
the number of edges relatively small due to the performance limitations of PostgreSQL.
PostgreSQL used a table edge(graph, src, des) to store data about the edges
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in the graphs. We computed the clustering coefficient of every vertex in these graphs
with the SQL query in Fig. 19.
Figure 20 shows that PostgreSQL has much higher storage overhead than G* (compare “Postgres (data size)” and “G* (data size)”). The reason is that Postgres stores
one record for every combination of an edge and a graph, whereas G* stores each
vertex and its edges only once regardless of the number of graphs that contain them.
In our measurement, the PostgreSQL data size and index size were nearly identical
because the index covered all attributes (i.e., graph, src, des) of the primary key.
By comparing “Postgres (data size)”, which also represents the index size of Postgres,
with “G* (index size)”, we can see that the index size of G* is also much smaller
than that of Postgres. The reason for this is that G*’s index contains (vertex ID, disk
location) pairs in a deduplicated fashion.
In G*, the index size is in general much smaller than the amount of disk-resident
graph data (compare “G* (index size)” with “G* (data size)”). Therefore, the entirety
or a large fraction of the index can be kept in memory, enabling fast data lookup.
Furthermore, G* processes each vertex once and then shares the result across relevant
graphs. The curves labeled “Postgres (query time)” and “G* (query time)” in Fig. 20
clearly show the performance benefit of G* over PostgreSQL.
To study the importance of sharing computations across graphs, we examined
another situation where G* constructed one VL map for each graph, ignoring commonalities among graphs (see “G* (query time, PGI)”). Figure 20 shows that “G* (query
time)” and “G* (query time, PGI)” are significantly different, whereas “G* (query
time, PGI)” and “Postgres (query time)” are similar. This result shows that G*’s ability to share computations across graphs is a main contributor to the superiority of G*
over PostgreSQL.
5.1.2 G* versus Phoebus
The next result compares G* with Pheobus [36], an open-source implementation of
Pregel [29]. We used Pheobus because the original Pregel system was not publicly
available. As with previous work on Pregel [29], we performed single-source shortest
distance queries on complete binary trees. One major difference is that we ran queries
on multiple trees (i.e., graphs) rather than a single a tree. This experiment used a
series of 10 cumulative graphs, each of which contained 25,000 more edges than its
predecessor in the series.
Figure 21 shows the result obtained by running Phoebus and G* on identical servers
(refer to Sect. 5.3 for our results on the scalability of G*). In this result, “Phoebus (last
graph)” and “G* (last graph)” represent the amount of time that each system took to
process the largest graph. This result shows that G* substantially outperforms Phoebus
even when it processes a single graph. “Pheobus (all graphs)” and “G* (all graphs)”
demonstrate that the performance difference between Pheobus and G* becomes larger
when they process multiple graphs since G* can share computations across graphs,
whereas Phoebus does not. When we disabled shared computation by using the PGI
(Sect. 3.3.1) instead of the CGI, the overall query time increased significantly (“G*
(all graphs, PGI)”), which again points out the importance of sharing computations
across graphs.
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Fig. 21 G* versus Phoebus

Fig. 22 Number of VL maps

5.2 Impact of indexing
The CGI associates IDs and disk locations of vertices using VL maps (Sect. 3.3).
Both lookup overhead and update overhead increase with more VL maps. Figure 22
shows how the number of VL maps varies as the index covers more graphs. Using the
Twitter and Yahoo! datasets, we generated two series of 64 cumulative graphs that
were hourly snapshots of the underlying network. The number of VL maps increased
modestly on these real-world graphs (see “Yahoo!” and “Twitter”) compared to
the theoretic maximum (2 N , which is the number of all possible combinations of N
graphs).
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To carefully examine the impact of similarity between graphs on the number of
VL maps (i.e., the robustness of our indexing technique), we also constructed other
artificial series of graphs, each of which had a certain fraction (e.g., 0, 4, 20, 100 %)
of different edges (introduced by replacing old edges with new edges) compared to
its previous graph. In Fig. 22, “Twitter (100 %)” shows the result when the graphs
had no commonality among them and therefore only one VL map was constructed for
each graph. In Fig. 22, the largest number of VL maps were created when 4 % of the
edges were changed in each graph.
As explained in Sect. 3.4, we can control the cost of managing VL maps by grouping
graphs and constructing a separate index for each group. Figures 23, 24, and 25 show

Fig. 23 Index size

Fig. 24 Query time: average degree
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Fig. 25 Query time: clustering coefficient

how the index size and query time vary as the number of graphs managed by each
index increases. Figure 25 shows that the query execution time tends to decrease and
then increase (compare the query execution times on “Twitter (20 %)” at 16 graphs
per CGI and 64 graphs per CGI) as more graphs are indexed together. The reason is
that the cost of managing VL maps increases with more graphs.
Our index splitting method (Sect. 3.4) can automatically determine the number of
graphs that each CGI needs to cover. In Figs. 24 and 25, the arrows indicate the actual
query execution times that our technique achieved on different sets of graphs. This
result shows that our index splitting technique makes reliable decisions while achieving
near optimal performance. From Figs. 24 and 25 we can also see that, despite its inherent design for shared data storage and computation, G* does not pay any noticeable
penalty when there is no commonality between graphs (see “Twitter (100 %)”).
In this case, the CGI naturally converges to the PGI, which ignores commonalities
among graphs and therefore keeps one VL map for each graph.

5.3 Scalability
This section shows G*’s scalability. These results were obtained by running the first
three queries in Fig. 4 on a varying number of G* servers. Among the three datasets
in Table 3, only the Tree dataset was used for the shortest distance query. In this
case, the root of the tree was selected as the source vertex. When we used other data
sets, it was hard to obtain reliable results since the number of visited vertices varied
significantly depending on the choice of source vertex.
In one group of experiments (Figs. 26, 27, 28), we increased both the number of
servers and the size of the graph at the same rate. When 64 servers were used, the
largest graph for each dataset was created using the entirety of the dataset. Figures 26,
27, and 28 show that G* achieved the highest level of scalability when it executed the
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Fig. 26 Twitter scale up

Fig. 27 Yahoo! scale up

Fig. 28 Tree scale up
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vertex degree query. A main reason is that vertex degrees can be computed locally on
each server without incurring any network overhead. Further, the number of distinct
vertices tends to increase slowly compared to the number of distinct edges. Therefore,
each server is assigned a relatively small number of vertices as the number of edges
increases in proportion to the number of servers.
When G* executed the clustering coefficient query, the query time increased gradually as both the number of servers and the amount of data increased. We conjecture
that this phenomenon was mainly caused by the increase in the network traffic. We
plan to address this issue (i.e., further improve the scalability of G*) by developing a
data distribution technique that can reduce the edges whose end points are on different
servers. The result on the shortest distance query is similar to that on the clustering
coefficient query.
Figures 29, 30, and 31 show results obtained by creating a graph that contains one
million edges and then distributing the graph over an increasing number of servers.
Fig. 29 Twitter speed up

Fig. 30 Yahoo! speed up
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Fig. 31 Tree speed up

In this case, the execution time of each query decreased as more servers were used.
The impact of each query on the query execution time is consistent with that in the
previous (scale up) experiment.
6 Related work
Google’s Pregel is a recent parallel graph processing system [29]. A Pregel program
includes a user-defined function that specifies superstep-based tasks for each vertex.
Using this function, Pregel can execute a graph algorithm such as PageRank or shortest paths algorithms on a server cluster. Pregel achieves a higher level of scalability
compared to previous graph processing systems such as Parallel BGL [14] and CGMGraph [10]. Several open-source versions of Pregel are under active development,
one of which, Phoebus [36], is compared with G* in Sect. 5. Many open-source systems, like Pegasus [19] are based on Hadoop [1], an open-source implementation of
Google’s MapReduce [12]. Carnegie Mellon’s HADI system [20], is based on Hadoop
and capable of analyzing very large graphs but it is specifically designed to compute
the radii and the diameter of those graphs, whereas G* is far more general.
Other recent parallel graph processing systems include Trinity [48], Surfer [11], and
Angrapa [47]. In contrast to these systems which process one graph at a time, G* can
efficiently execute sophisticated queries on multiple graphs. The performance benefits
of G* over the traditional graph processing systems were experimentally demonstrated
in Sect. 5.1.
Researchers are working on using multi-core hardware for graph processing.
Ligra [40] is a lightweight graph processing framework specifically for shared-memory
multi-core machines. Like Trinity, it’s a memory-only system and therefore limited
by memory size, which G* is not. Acolyte [46] is a similar in-memory graph system
(on a smaller parallel scale) from Tsinghua University.
Graph compression techniques typically store a single graph by either assigning
short encodings to popular vertices [43] or using reference compression. Reference
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compression refers to an approach that represents an adjacency list i using a bit vector
which references a similar adjacency list j and a separate collection of elements
needed to construct i from j [2,7]. These techniques and other previous techniques
for compressing graphs [30] and binary relations [5] are not well suited for G*’s
target applications. In particular, these compression techniques require reconstructing
the original vertices and edges, which would slow down the system operation. G*’s
storage and indexing mechanisms do not have these limitations but rather expedite
queries on multiple graphs.
Researchers have developed various types of graph indexing techniques. Han et al.
provided a comprehensive survey and evaluation studies on indexing techniques for
pattern matching queries [15]. Jin et al. have recently presented an efficient indexing
technique for reachability queries [18] with detailed comparison to other related techniques. In contrast to these techniques, G*’s indexing approach strives to minimize,
with low update overhead, the size of the mapping from the vertex and graph IDs to
the corresponding graph data on disk. This technique also enables fast cloning of large
graphs and allows G* to process each vertex and its edges once and then share the
result across relevant graphs to speed up queries on multiple graphs. A demonstration
of this work was given at ICDE 2013 [41].
Previous studies on the evolution of dynamic networks were discussed in Sect. 1
of this paper.
7 Conclusion
G* is a new parallel system for managing a series of large graphs that represent
dynamic evolving networks at different points in time. This system achieves scalable,
efficient storage of graphs by taking advantage of their commonalities. In G*, each
server is assigned a subset of vertices and their outgoing edges. Each G* server keeps
track of the variation of each vertex and its edges over time through commonalitycompressed, deduplicated versioning on disk. Each server also maintains an index for
quickly finding the disk location of a vertex and its edges given relevant vertex and
graph IDs. Thanks to its space efficiency, this index generally fits in the memory and
therefore enables fast lookups.
G* supports sophisticated queries on graphs using operators that process data in
parallel. It provides processing primitives that enable succinct implementation of these
operators for solving graph problems. G* operators process each vertex and its edges
once and use the result across all relevant graphs to accelerate queries on multiple
graphs. We have experimentally demonstrated the above benefits of G* over traditional
database systems and current graph processing systems.
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